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The VLSI Routing ProblemGiven a graph G(V;E), n pairs of nodes f(s1; t1); : : : ; ; (sn; tn)g, and a set of paths Pi onnetingsi and ti, for eah i; To hoose a path pi 2 Pi for eah i suh that ongestion, the maximumnumber of paths going through any edge e 2 E is minimised.IP FormulationLet xp be the variable denoting whether the path p is hosen or not.for eah p 2 Pi, for some i;xp = ( 1 if path p is hosen0 otherwiseSine eah soure-destination pair is to be onneted by only one path, we have the �rst on-straint Xp2Pi xp = 1; 8i:The problem involves minimising the maximum of a funtions of the variables, and hene,annot diretly be formulated as a integer programming problem. The problem is modi�ed byletting W be the maximum number of parallel paths allowed on any edge, and onsidering Walso as a variable. This imposes the onstraintXe2p xp �W ; 8e 2 EThe objetive funtion is just to minimise WminW:1Dept of Comp. Si., Stanford Univ.2Dept of Comp. Si. and Automation, Indian Institute of Siene, Bangalore.siddu�sa.iis.ernet.in 1



2 THE VLSI ROUTING PROBLEMThus, the LP relaxation of this IP problem isminWs:t: Pp2Pi xp = 1; 8i;Pe2p xp � W ; 8e 2 E;W > 10 � x � 1;Rounding IdeaUse the weights returned by the LP solution as a probability distribution over the paths foreah soure-destination pair. With this distribution, independantly pik a path at random, foreah suh pair. Let ~W be the maximum ongestion in the resulting solution. In the following,we shall show thatTheorem 1 With probability �1� 1n� ~W �W log nConsider an edge e. LP returns weights xp on the paths p through e suh thatXe2p xp �W:Divide the set of paths passing through e into sets Qi, eah Qi onsisting only of paths from sito ti, for that i. Let yi be de�ned as yi(e) = Xe2pp2Pi xp; 8i; eThus, yi s form a probability distribution over the Pis, denoting the probability that a path inPi is piked whih passes through the edge e.Let ~Yi(e) be an indiator variable denoting whether a path in Pi passes through e (We usethe indiator variable to apply Cherno� bound (whih are valid over independant Bernoullivariables to bound the ongestion after rounding).~Yi(e) = ( 1; if p 2 Pi passes through e0; otherwise



Rounding Idea 3We have, Prob h ~Yi(e) = 1i = yi(e)) E h~Yi(e)i = yi(e):Let ongestion(e) denote the number of paths passing through edge e. It is given byongestion(e) =Xi ~Yi(e)and it's expetation, using the linearity of expetation isE [ongestion(e)℄ = PiE h ~Yi(e)i= Pi yi(e)� W: (1)However this is not suÆient to laim that that the maximum of the ongestion over all edgesis �W (see box).An example to show that for random variables XiE [Xi℄ �W; 8i 6) E �maxi Xi� �W:Consider the following Xis with i 2 [1; n℄.Xi = ( 0 with prob. 121 with prob. 12We have E [Xi℄ = 12and Prob [maxiXi = 1℄ = 1� Prob [Xi = 0; 8i℄= 1� 12n) E [maxiXi℄ = 1� 12nwhere the �nal step follows from Markov's inequality.



4 THE VLSI ROUTING PROBLEMWe will show thatTheorem 2 For the above rounding shememaxe ongestion(e) �W log(n)with high probability (1� 1n), for W > 1.Cherno� BoundFor independent Bernoulli variables Xi eah with probability of suess p,Prob hXXi > (1 + �)Mi �  e�(1 + �)1+�!Mwhere M =XE [Xi℄ :To begin with, Using the Cherno� bound, we will showTheorem 3 Prob [ongestion(e) > W logn℄ � 1n3Proof: We let ~Yi(e)s be the Bernoulli variables, note that they are independant, with M givenby M =XE h ~Yi(e)i �Wthe latter inequality from Eq. 1. Applying Cherno� bound, this immediately givesProb [ongestion(e) > (1 + �)W )℄ �  e�(1 + �)1+�!WLetting � = logn, we getProb [ongestion(e) > W logn℄ � � elog n(1+log n)1+log n �W� � nnlog log n�W� 1n3for log logn > 4 and W > 1.



Rounding Idea 5Now, we haveProb [9 an edge e with ongestion(e) > W log(n)℄= Prob [Se2E ongestion(e) > W logn℄= Pe Prob [ongestion(e) > W logn℄� Pe 1n3= jEjn3 � 1n :Thus we have the required resultProb h ~W > W log(n)i � 1n;8W > 1:


